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Abstract

**Background:** Interventions are needed to prevent and mitigate unhealthy commodity industry (UCI) influence on public health policy. Whilst literature on interventions is emerging, current conceptualisations remain incomplete as they lack considerations of the wider systemic complexities surrounding UCI influence, which may limit intervention effectiveness. This study applies systems thinking as a theoretical lens to help identify and explore how possible interventions relate to one another in the systems in which they are embedded. Related challenges to addressing UCI influence on policy, and actions to support interventions, were also explored.

**Methods:** Online participatory workshops were conducted with stakeholders with expertise in UCIs. A systems map, depicting five pathways to UCI influence, and the Action Scales Model were used to help participants identify interventions and guide discussions. Codebook thematic analysis was used to analyse the data.

**Results:** Fifty-two stakeholders participated in 23 workshops. Participants identified 27 diverse, interconnected and interdependent interventions corresponding to the systems map’s pathways that reduce the ability of UCIs to influence policy, e.g., reform policy financing; regulate public-private partnerships; reform science governance and funding; frame and reframe the narrative, challenge neoliberalism and GDP growth; leverage human rights; change practices on multistakeholder governance; and reform policy consultation and deliberation processes. Participants also identified four potential key challenges to interventions (i.e., difficult to implement or achieve; partially formulated; exploited or misused; requires tailoring for context), and four key actions to help support intervention delivery (i.e., coordinate and cooperate with stakeholders; invest in civil society; create a social movement; nurture leadership).

**Conclusion:** A systems thinking lens revealed the theoretical interdependence between disparate and heterogenous interventions. This suggests that to be effective, interventions need to align, work collectively, and be applied to different parts of the system synchronously. Importantly, these interventions need to be supported by intermediary actions to be achieved. Urgent action is now required to strengthen healthy alliances and implement interventions.
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Key Messages:

1. Implications for policy makers
   - A systems thinking theoretical lens revealed that there is no single ‘solution’ or ‘panacea’, but rather a disparate and heterogenous range of interventions that could be advanced to prevent and mitigate UCI influence on public health policy.
   - To effectively address UCI influence on public health policy, it is vital that stakeholders work collectively in healthy alliances to coordinate and synergise their interventions across the system.
   - Interventions to manage UCI influence on public health policy should be applied beyond policymaking processes and explicitly include other parts of the system, such as reforming corporate ownership, management, judicial proceedings, and Investor-State Dispute Settlement processes.
   - Even when focusing on specific industries, public health advocates should actively consider the broader, generic issues of democratic governance and political, social, and economic reforms required to address corporate influence.

2. Implications for public
The public should be concerned about how UCIs use their power to influence decision-making in ways that undermine public health, human rights, and democratic governance. This research shows that there are a wide range of interventions the public could support to prevent and mitigate UCIs from influencing public health policy. These interventions not only involve reforms to governance and policymaking processes, but also changes to social norms, and how we grow our economies and undertake business and science. Interventions are needed to work together and be applied across the system, to help us achieve a healthier, fairer, and more democratic society. To achieve change, public support for these interventions can come in many forms, including active public engagement and participation in policymaking processes, raising awareness about corporate harms, and denormalising corporate involvement in decision-making processes that impact the quality of our lives.

Background
A core issue within the commercial determinants of health (CDoH) is the use of political practices by powerful industries to gain preferential treatment, or prevent, favourably shape, circumvent, and undermine public health policy. A group of these powerful industries that produce and sell ‘unhealthy commodities’, include tobacco, alcohol, and ultra-processed food. These commodities are major risk factors for noncommunicable diseases (NCDs) and cause
at least 14.5 million deaths per year globally. Other unhealthy commodities include fossil fuels, firearm and gambling industries, of which also pose substantial public health burdens. A large body of research shows that these different unhealthy commodity industries (UCIs) consistently influence public health policy-making processes. For example, they engage in lobbying, shaping evidence by funding specific research agendas, creating front groups to advocate for industry-favourable positions, and use various arguments to frame debates around health policy, for instance, to place the burden of responsibility with individual’s behaviour or by arguing that regulation will likely fail.

Interventions are needed to restrain UCI power and prevent and mitigate UCI influence on public health policy to enable effective regulation for unhealthy commodities. Recently public health has literature began to categorise or discuss interventions that cut across UCIs, shifting away from industry-specific interventions. For example, a scoping review catalogues various governance mechanisms that can help address UCI influence, namely transparency and disclosure of industry practices and conflicts of interest (CoI) (e.g., lobbying registers); identification, monitoring, and education about industry’s harmful practices (e.g., inter-departmental training or governmental administrative circulars); management of interactions and of CoI (e.g., prohibitions on gifts and donations to decisionmakers); and prohibition of interactions with industry (e.g., excluding industries from policy consultations). To date, many of these interventions were implemented in relation only to the tobacco industry because states who ratified the World Health Organization (WHO) Framework Convention on Tobacco Control (FCTC) were obligated to implement interventions in relation to Article 5.3., which required them to protect public health policies from commercial and other vested interests of the tobacco industry. Other scholars discuss ‘solutions’ to CDoH that counter UCI power more generally, such as alternatives to investing and economic growth. Other proposed strategies to enable public health actors to counter industry influence include “protect[ing] public health advocates from industry threats” or “expand[ing] public health training and coalitions”.

Despite this growing literature, there remain important gaps in our understanding of interventions to address UCI influence. Firstly, there is a lack of a broader list of potential interventions targeting different systemic pathways to UCI influence. Secondly, there is a lack of an understanding of the cross-cutting challenges to interventions and actions needed to achieve them. Thirdly, literature on interventions does not consider the complexities and systems nature of such UCI influence, such as how interventions are interconnected and interdependent or how industry adapts to them.
Research suggests that UCI influence on public health policy could be characterised as part of a complex system — i.e., a system that adapts over time in response to changes. System thinking is a way of understanding and conceptualising complex problems, often using participatory methods. It would therefore be a suitable approach to identify and explore potential interventions aiming to address UCI influence on public health policy. A systems thinking approach can consolidate these proposed interventions coherently within one paper, which is - to our knowledge - the first time this has been done, thereby exhibiting the range of potential interventions for stakeholders not familiar with them.

Our previous research mapped five interconnected pathways which UCIs use to influence policy (Table 1), namely, 1) directly accessing public sector decisionmakers; 2) creating confusion and doubt about policy decisions; 3) prioritising corporate profits and growth; 4) leveraging legal and dispute settlement processes; and 5) leveraging policymaking norms, rules, and processes. Such maps can be used to help identify potential interventions. Therefore, building on this systems map, the current study sought to explore:

1. What do stakeholders perceive as possible interventions to prevent and mitigate UCI influence on public health policy in different parts of the system?
2. What are the associated challenges and actions to help achieve these interventions?
3. What is the potential interconnectivity and interdependence between the identified interventions?

Table 1. Pathways UCIs use to influence public health policy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pathway</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) Directly accessing public sector decisionmakers</td>
<td>The extent to which public sector decisionmakers (policymakers, civil servants, public officials) can be directly accessed by industry actors which can be formal (e.g., being part of a policy committee) and informal (e.g., through interpersonal relationships)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) Creating confusion and doubt about policy decisions</td>
<td>The extent to which decisionmakers, and the public are confused about whether the proposed policy is needed and will lead to public value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) Corporate prioritisation of commercial profits and growth</td>
<td>The extent to which corporations prioritise their own profits and growth above other economic costs associated with consuming unhealthy commodities (or other societal values, such as health, well-being, human rights, and the natural environment).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) Leveraging legal and dispute settlement processes</td>
<td>The extent to which industry leverages legal and dispute settlement processes, for example, by bringing or threatening to</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
bring litigation against governments to prevent, undermine, or reverse public health policy.**

5) Leveraging policymaking norms, rules, and processes

The extent to which industry leverages national and international policymaking norms, rules and processes that favour its participation in policymaking.

* Descriptions are from Bertscher et al.37

** This path includes government obligations to follow international trade and investment agreements.

Methods

Study design

We conducted a series of online participatory workshops46 to identify and discuss interventions to achieve change and understand the potential theoretical interconnectivity and interdependence between interventions. Participatory workshops are a well-accepted method in systems science.47,53-57

Participant recruitment

We purposively recruited participants with diverse experiences and backgrounds (i.e., academia, civil society, former public office, and global governance organisations), and different expertise areas, geographical regions and policy levels (see Table 2). Potential participants were initially identified through literature reviews and authors’ networks and then through snowballing. Email invitations were sent to 83 participants, with 52 taking part. Sixteen were unresponsive and 15 declined to participate.

Ethical approval (EP20/21002) was granted by Research Ethics Approval Committee for Health (REACH), University of Bath. Informed consent was obtained from participants, and all were given the option of being openly acknowledged for participating in the workshops.

Workshops

A total of 23 workshops were conducted between November 2021 to February 2022. Each workshop lasted between 60 to 120 minutes and had one to five participants in each. Based on their own experiences and knowledge, participants were asked to a) brainstorm interventions which could address UCI influence, b) consider general challenges associated with implementing interventions, and c) identify ways to support intervention implementation.

We used a recognised approach to structure the workshops, adapting systems mapping activities from Scriptapedia.58 The systems map37 provided a starting point for identifying
potential interventions to address UCI influence; workshops allowed for participants to create a uniform baseline understanding of the system and critically engage with the systems map. Participants were sent the map and information prior to the workshop to allow familiarisation with its content. The Action Scales Model was used as a conceptual tool to help facilitate group discussions by challenging participants to consider the underlying drivers and conditions which enable UCI influence. This model proposed four levels to intervene in a system, namely events, structures, goals and beliefs. According to the model, intervening in the deeper levels (i.e., beliefs) will provide greater potential for systems change. During the workshops, the facilitator (AB) guided discussions around the systems map’s themes using an online whiteboard, inviting participants to insert their written comments about interventions. Given time constraints, each workshop focused on aspects of the map where participants had particular expertise, although participants were still able to review, comment on, and discuss the whole map.

Two pilot workshops were conducted which led to minor adaptations in the workshop structure. All workshops were conducted on Microsoft Teams, and were recorded and transcribed. A notetaker (AVDA or SD) was present in each workshop to capture key discussion points and researchers’ reflections, and to provide technical assistance when required.

Analysis

Codebook Thematic Analysis was conducted on workshop transcripts, notes and participants’ written comments. A preliminary codebook of interventions was developed based on familiarisation and pre-reading of the data and was further refined during the coding process. Each intervention was also coded to a systems map theme. Challenges and actions to help achieve interventions, as well as interconnectivity and interdependence between interventions were identified inductively.

Pilot coding was conducted on 25% of the workshop data by AB and BM, who met to discuss and refine the codebook. After pilot coding, AB and BM independently coded 50% of the remaining data. AB then single coded the remaining 50%. As coding continued, additional codes were developed. Similar codes were then grouped and synthesised to form categories for interventions, actions and challenges. During this process, potential interconnectivity and interdependence was identified by coding for their overlaps and relationships. Analysis continued in an iterative manner until all workshop data were analysed. AB and BM regularly met to discuss the results and reach consensus on any divergent views.
Table 2. Stakeholder list and background

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant background</th>
<th>Number of participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stakeholder group</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(participant reference</td>
<td>Academia (A) 26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>codes)</td>
<td>Civil society (CS) 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Former public official (FPO) 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Global governance organisation (GGO) 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total: 52</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Expertise*              |                        |
|                        | Ultra-processed foods 27|
|                        | Alcohol 24             |
|                        | Tobacco 29             |
|                        | CDoH and industry influence 38 |
|                        | Economics 1            |
|                        | International trade 4   |
|                        | Policymaking 12         |
|                        | Law 5                  |

| Geographical region of expertise* |                        |
| (WHO regions)                     | African Region 17      |
|                                   | Region of the Americas 17 |
|                                   | South-East Asian Region 4 |
|                                   | European Region 27      |
|                                   | Eastern Mediterranean Region 1 |
|                                   | Western Pacific Region 15 |

* Participant expertise area (i.e., tobacco, alcohol etc) and geographical region of expertise (i.e., African region, European region etc) may fall within more than one category

Results

Given the use of the systems map, interventions were grouped according to relevance for each of the five pathways as shown in Figure 1. The following sections presents the interventions categories, associated actions, and potential challenges to interventions and potential interconnectivity and interdependence between them, as indicated by italicised references below. The Appendix includes participant references and illustrative quotes corresponding to each section.
Figure 1. Interventions identified to address UCI influence on public health policy across the system

1. Interventions to reduce UCI ability to directly access public sector decisionmakers:
   1.1. Regulate public official interactions with UCIs
   1.2. Reform political financing
   1.3. Regulate lobbying
   1.4. Regulate revolving doors
   1.5. Regulate public-private partnerships

2. Interventions to reduce UCI ability to create confusion and doubt about policy decisions:
   2.1. Reform science governance and funding
   2.2. Frame and reframe the narrative
   2.3. Expose, raise awareness, and denormalise
   2.4. Monitor UCIs and the public sector actors
   2.5. Provide formal and informal education or training
   2.6. Regulate the media industry and marketing

3. Interventions to reduce UCI’s ability to prioritise their profits and growth:
   3.1. Challenge neoliberalism and GDP growth
   3.2. Reform investment practices
   3.3. Reform corporate ownership and management
   3.4. Create fair competition and encourage the production and consumption of healthy alternatives
   3.5. Minimise externalities, reform taxes and invest in the public sector

4. Interventions to reduce UCI ability to leverage legal and dispute settlement processes in their favour:
   4.1. Reform Investor-State Dispute Settlements processes and judicial proceedings
   4.2. Undertake strategic litigation
   4.3. Fund legal practices to oppose UCIs
   4.4. Leverage human rights
   4.5. Develop and leverage international treaties
   4.6. Develop anti-corruption legislation

5. Interventions to reduce UCI ability to leverage policymaking norms, rules, and processes in their favour:
   5.1. Reform government regulatory frameworks
   5.2. Reform policy consultation and deliberation processes
   5.3. Represent public health interests in governance institutions and policies
   5.4. Develop conflict of interest policies at all levels of governance
   5.5. Change practices on multistakeholder governance
Interventions

1. Interventions to reduce UCI ability to directly access public sector decisionmakers

1.1. Regulate public official interactions with UCIs
Participants proposed that governments should develop clearly defined mandatory rules of engagement or codes of conduct for public officials by detailing how they should be permitted to interact with representatives of UCIs. Participants suggested enforcement and sanctions for violations of such rules or codes, and improved enforcement and implementation of WHO FCTC Article 5.3. for representatives of all government departments, not just departments for health (intervention 2.4. monitor UCIs and public sector actors).

1.2. Reform political financing
Participants recommended enforced restrictions on political donations to politicians, political parties, or election campaigns, and real-time reporting and disclosure of all such political financing (intervention 2.4. monitor UCIs and public sector actors).

1.3. Regulate lobbying
Participants recommended a complete prohibition of UCIs from lobbying by developing publicly accessible lobbying registers consisting of mandatory disclosures, including of gifts. This should involve monitoring and the timely reporting of all lobbying practices directed at public officials, including judicial officials. Participants also mentioned that this type of regulation should be balanced with the need of policymakers to carry out their duties and interact with the necessary stakeholders. Importantly, it is essential to have adequate oversight and enforcement procedures for lobbying registers, and mandatory disclosures of lobbyists’ CoI (interventions 5.4. develop CoI policies at all levels of governance; and 2.4. monitor UCIs and public sector actors).

1.4. Regulate revolving doors
Participants suggested that revolving door practices should be prohibited by restricting the number of years before public officials can work for the private sector, or vice versa. This includes prohibiting public sector officials from having second jobs. Participants suggested oversight and enforcement of revolving doors regulation and removal of public officials implicated in such practices (intervention 2.4. monitor UCIs and public sector actors).

1.5. Regulate public-private partnerships
Standards for managing or forming public-private partnerships (PPPs) at all levels of governance should be developed, including financial transparency, and monitoring PPPs.
(intervention 2.4. monitor UCIs and the public sector actors). This should include mandatory disclosure of CoI for those involved in PPPs, and prohibition on involvement in PPPs if CoI are found (intervention 5.4. develop CoI policies at all levels of governance). Moreover, independent evaluations of PPPs should be conducted (intervention 2.1. reform science governance and funding).

2. Interventions to reduce UCI ability to create confusion and doubt about policy decisions

2.1 Reform science governance and funding
Participants recommended that governments establish independent public oversight bodies, such as public health agencies, to monitor and evaluate public health evidence to a benchmark standard for policymaking purposes. Such governing institutions could decide on consequences for the presence of CoI in research submitted for policymaking purposes and should monitor the progress and goals for regulating unhealthy commodities, whilst being reliably and adequately funded (intervention 3.5. minimise externalities, reform taxes, and invest in the public sector). Participants also suggested that civil society or independent academics should be required in the oversight of industry research compliance.

There should be mandatory disclosure of CoI in private sector research submitted for policymaking purposes, including disclosure of funding of researchers and think tanks. Universities, professional associations and academic journals should develop CoI policies (intervention 5.4. develop CoI policies at all levels of governance). Alternative funding systems and rules for research on unhealthy commodities should be established that reduces UCI ability to influence research by adequately public funding of science on unhealthy commodities or restricting UCIs from funding academics (intervention 3.5. minimise externalities, reform taxes, and invest in the public sector).

2.2. Frame and reframe the narrative
Participants proposed numerous ways to frame and reframe narratives around unhealthy commodities and UCI influence on policy. This would include framing public health issues: as a matter of social justice; those suffering from NCDs are victims of UCI practices; and UCIs make profit from ‘death’. Participants also suggested framing UCI influence as a matter of corruption, social justice, and democratic principles violations (intervention 4.4. leverage human rights); and framing unhealthy commodity consumption as socially unacceptable, part of the climate change agenda, and not as the result of individuals’ choice or responsibility, but due to UCI influence on individuals’ behaviours.
Participants also suggested framing that: corporations should be accountable for their actions analogous to natural persons (intervention 3.3. reform corporate ownership and management); UCIs have a CoI in public health policy (intervention 5.4. develop CoI policies at all levels of governance); UCI regulation would create a healthier society providing economic and business benefits (intervention 3.1. challenge neoliberalism and GDP growth); it is inappropriate for UCIs to make scientific claims about the medical or public health impacts of their products; and UCIs do not have moral autonomy or authority.

Participants suggested challenging the frame that UCIs are ‘good citizens’ or benevolent actors, and industry self-regulation and PPPs are altruistic initiatives. Lastly, participants suggested targeted framing or reframing the narrative at decision-makers who have vested interests in UCIs or who support neoliberal policies.

2.3. Expose, raise awareness, and denormalise

Participants suggested that UCI practices should be exposed to help raise awareness, and thus denormalise unhealthy commodities and UCIs.

Firstly, participants recommended exposing the relationships between public officials, heads of UCIs, and UCI association representatives; overlaps of boards of directors between UCIs; issues with multistakeholderism and PPPs and corporate social responsibility (intervention 1.5. regulate public-private partnerships). Moreover, participants recommended exposing how UCIs influence evidence; harms caused by UCI products; consumer misinformation; the use of UCI front groups and funded organisations; and issues of poor transparency in policymaking.

Secondly, one could raise awareness of UCI arguments to ‘inoculate’ or prepare the public for them and to foster public outrage about issues of UCI influence to help change public opinion and demand government to act (intervention 2.2. frame and reframe the narrative).

Thirdly, participants suggested denormalising UCI products and practices by exposing UCI practices, as suggested above, by: working with journalists and using online and offline media, including social media; reporting on decisionmakers’ interactions with UCIs, their CoI, and corrupt practices (intervention 2.4. monitor UCIs and public sector actors); using public relations strategies, such as leveraging medical professionals and experts to convey public health messages; sharing personal experiences of UCIs attempts to influence policy; translating academic research into communication products that resonate with policymakers and consumers; and targeting decisionmakers by communicating the impact of UCIs on health.
2.4. Monitor UCIs and public sector actors
Participants suggested monitoring UCIs by establishing civil society watchdog groups to: political practices (interventions 1.3. regulate lobbying; 1.4. regulate revolving doors; and 1.5. regulate public-private partnerships); influence on science (intervention 2.1. reform science governance and funding); financing activities; mergers and acquisitions, global corporate tax payments; and violations of, and inappropriate, marketing practices. Stop Tobacco Organization and Products (STOP) was noted as good example of industry monitoring. There should also be monitoring of decisionmakers’ voting behaviours in parliament, and legislation should be developed to institutionalise the role of civil society in monitoring the government and private sector.
To adequately monitor, there should be improvements in transparency for decision-making concerning unhealthy commodities. Participants proposed improving freedom-of-information request processes and applying them to public bodies that receive public funding or may have a regulatory role, such as advertising standards authorities; and there should be mandatory and standardised disclosures for UCIs on sales, marketing and operations data.

2.5. Provide formal and informal education or training
Participants recommended formal and informal education or training be developed for issues of unhealthy commodities and UCI influence on policy, for example, in school and university curricula, especially in business schools. Schools should include media literacy so that people are critical about UCI advertising practices.
Training should be targeted at policymakers at national and international levels, as well as members of civil society, university staff, and judicial officers not familiar with UCI influencing practices (intervention 3.5. minimise externalities, reform taxes, and invest in the public sector). It should include the need for public health policies, such as for UCI marketing practices (intervention 2.2. frame and reframe the narrative). Academics and civil society groups who are knowledgeable of UCI influencing practices should work with the media to develop public education campaigns. They should also develop public education on the issues around processes that enables UCI influence (intervention 2.3. expose, raise awareness, and denormalise), such as Investor-State Dispute Settlement (ISDS) processes (intervention 4.1. reform Investor-State Dispute Settlements processes and judicial proceedings).

2.6. Regulate the media industry and marketing
Media companies should be mandated to disclose CoI of lobbyists and industry-funded research in media coverage (intervention 5.4. develop CoI policies at all levels of governance;
and 2.1. reform science governance and funding). Media companies should also be prohibited from providing platforms to organisations who fail to disclose funding sources. There should be restrictions on marketing of UCI products online and offline, particularly to children, such as France’s Loi Évin style marketing regulation, which prohibits alcohol and tobacco advertising on TV or cinema, and requires a health warning accompanying any permitted alcohol advertising. Regulations should also restrict the amount UCI can spend on advertising, and there should be adequate enforcement mechanisms for such regulations (intervention 3.5. minimise externalities, reform taxes, and invest in the public sector).

3. Interventions to reduce UCI ability to prioritise their profits and growth

3.1. Challenge neoliberalism and GDP growth
Participants proposed challenging the fundamental assumptions of neoliberalism, and adopting degrowth or wellbeing economies by applying alternative measures of economic growth that embed public health, equitable distribution goals, and account for the depletion of the natural environment (intervention 3.5. minimise externalities, reform taxes, and invest in the public sector). For example, Bhutan’s Gross National Happiness Index, which seeks to achieve a level of happiness and wellbeing in their development goals. Participants also suggested incentivising corporations to aim for positive impact on the environment and social, health and employee wellness, and develop greater benefit sharing mechanisms and debt forgiveness in international development practices (intervention 3.2. reform investment practices).

3.2. Reform investment practices
International standards on Socially Responsible Investing (SRI) or Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) investing should be developed for individuals or insurance companies (intervention 3.1. challenge neoliberalism and GDP growth). Participants suggested that investors should undertake Social Impact Investing and invest in Impact Weighted Accounts, and governments should invest in small and medium enterprises instead of large corporations.

3.3. Reform corporate ownership and management
Corporate charters and corporate legal entities should be changed to include social and environmental impacts as corporate goals, such as Benefit Corporations (intervention 3.2. reform investment practices). Rules on corporate fiduciary duties should change to include social and environmental stakeholders, remove corporate limited liability, and mandate direct liability. This would allow for corporate owners or management to be liable for company wrongdoings, such as for violations of human rights and environmental standards (4.2.
undertake strategic litigation; 4.4. leverage human rights; 4.5. develop and leverage international treaties). If significant corporate harm is found, there could be judicial dissolution of, or restricting, the corporate entity in certain jurisdictions.

Alternative forms of business structures should be developed. This may include co-operatives that mandate worker participation in company decisions or establishing government-owned manufacturing and/or retailing companies for unhealthy commodities, for example, modelled on Canada’s Provincial Liquor Crown Companies or the Vinmonopolet (i.e., Norwegian government-owned alcoholic beverage retailer). Moreover, there could be remunicipalisation of some public services and mandating diversification of corporate boards (intervention 3.1. challenge neoliberalism and GDP growth).

3.4. Create fair competition and encourage the production and consumption of healthy alternatives

Participants suggested that UCIs and media industry monopolies should be broken up. Governments could support newcomers of healthier products or services into the market to compete with UCI incumbents. For example, they could support smaller local businesses changing rules on subsidies to UCIs, or providing healthier alternatives to consumers, through food aid programs or universal basic income (intervention 3.1. challenge neoliberalism and GDP growth)

3.5. Minimise externalities, reform taxes, and invest in the public sector

Governments should minimise externalities through mandating true cost accounting, and introducing ‘polluter pays principle’ by taxing unhealthy commodities. Importantly, there should be: improved enforcement, collection, monitoring, and oversight of existing tax laws; the elimination of corporate tax avoidance; the closing of loopholes for tax havens, evasion, and deductibles; and tighten of controls on corporate tax liabilities. International regulations for tax could be developed, such as a global consensus for corporate tax baseline through the United Nations (UN) (intervention 4.5. develop and leverage international treaties). Participants proposed giving Departments for Health control over taxes that impact public health, such as setting or earmarking taxes on unhealthy commodities to use for public health services, or establishing independent health promotion foundations, as seen with the Thai Health Promotion Foundation (intervention 2.1. reform science governance and funding; and 5.3. represent public health interests in governance institutions and policies)

Governments should institute progressive and redistributive taxation to adequately fund public services and international governance institutions, so that they do not need to rely on
PPPs or private sector donations. This would strengthen public institutions to better protect and promote public health interests (\textit{intervention 1.5. regulate public-private partnerships}). Governments should provide funding to implement regulations for UCIs, including the funding of public regulatory bodies to enforce regulations and provide counter advertising for unhealthy commodities or education campaigns explaining how health policies will be effective. Such investments could also develop the skills of public sector officials so that they understand how UCIs influence policy (\textit{intervention 2.5. provide formal and informal education or training}).

4. Interventions to reduce UCI ability to leverage legal and dispute settlement processes in their favour

4.1. Reform Investor-State Dispute Settlements processes and judicial proceedings

To help curb UCI ability to leverage legal and dispute settlement processes, participants suggested reforming ISDS processes by amending World Trade Organization (WTO) rules. ISDS processes should be changed to allow for the establishment of mechanisms for some forms of arbitration to be dealt with in domestic courts; reduce arbitration costs for governments in domestic courts; mandate greater arbitrator diversification in ISDS courts; and cap compensation in court decisions, for example, based on a country’s GDP or income level.

Participants also suggested developing stronger public health protections for UCIs in WTO rules, such as public health clauses, or exempting public health protections from litigation; the 2001 WTO Doha declaration, which sought to balance protecting intellectual property rights and ensuring access to essential medicines, was noted as a good example of this (\textit{intervention 5.3. represent public health interests in governance institutions and policies; 4.1. reform Investor-State Dispute Settlements processes and judicial proceedings}).

Domestic resources should be mobilised through the taxation of externalities to fund government legal defence in ISDS processes (\textit{intervention 3.5. minimise externalities, reform taxes, and invest in the public sector}). There should be mandatory disclosure of CoI for judicial officials and arbitrators, and recusals in ISDS proceedings where CoI are found (\textit{intervention 5.4. develop conflict of interest policies at all levels of governance}).

4.2. Undertake strategic litigation

Participants suggested bringing strategic litigation against UCIs or governments by leveraging existing consumer law, especially on misleading information. Making changes to the status of
corporate legal entity, such as limited liability, would support strategic litigation (intervention 3.3. reform corporate ownership and management).

‘Victims’ could bring cases against UCIs for their attempts to influence policy and encouraging the consumption of unhealthy commodities (intervention 2.3. frame and reframe the narrative). Litigation or disciplinary hearings could also be used to enforce policies such as, CoI policies in decision-making (intervention 5.4. develop CoI policies at all levels of governance). There should also be international cooperation between governments and civil society to support each other when UCIs litigates against government.

4.3. Fund legal practices to oppose UCIs

A WHO fund could be created to provide legal support for governments undertaking legal action against UCIs. A public interest legal fund could assist whistle-blowers and governments in defending against litigation by UCIs or to engage in arbitration processes (intervention 4.6. develop anti-corruption legislation). Participants suggested mobilising domestic funding, such as taxes, to fund civil society legal actions, and proposed that philanthropies who fund industry monitoring organisations could also fund organisations’ legal activities (intervention 3.5. minimise externalities, reform taxes, and invest in the public sector).

4.4. Leverage human rights

Legislation should be developed mandating human rights and environmental due diligence for supply chains, and the direct liability for violations of human rights standards by corporations at the national and international levels (intervention 3.3. reform corporate ownership and management). Civil society and governments should utilise UN reporting mechanisms for human rights abuses by business (intervention 2.4. monitor UCIs and public sector actors). Government’s human rights obligations should be leveraged, such as the right to health, enjoy the benefits of scientific progress, access healthy environments, and public participation. This would help to prioritise social and public health goals in national and global level decision-making and encourage greater civil society participation in policy processes (intervention 2.2. frame and reframe the narrative; and 5.2. reform policy consultation and deliberation processes). Human rights goals should also be enshrined in international trade and investment agreements (ITIA) (intervention 4.5. develop and leverage international treaties).

4.5. Develop and leverage international treaties

International treaties comparable to WHO FCTC for each unhealthy commodity should be developed which would include an Article 5.3 equivalent. Participants also suggested developing other treaties, such as a Framework Convention on Global Health, based on the
right to health, international regulations for corporate tax baseline, or an international treaty on business and human rights with strong built-in enforcement mechanisms (intervention 4.4. leverage human rights). Such treaties could be used as counterweights to ITIAs, especially in ISDSs. Implementation and adherence to any existing and future treaties could be improved through close coordination between international governance institutions and national policymakers, especially the WHO FCTC Article 5.3 (intervention 2.5. minimise externalities, reform taxes, and invest in the public sector; and 5.3. represent public health interests in governance institutions and policies).

4.6. Develop anti-corruption legislation
Participants suggested developing anti-corruption legislation to make political practices UCI use to influence policymakers a serious criminal offense. Such legislation would cover UCI lobbying, political financing, revolving door practices, transgressions regarding CoI, and making bribery by UCIs, as well as provide protections for whistle-blowers (interventions 1.2. reform political financing interventions; 1.3. regulate lobbying; 1.4. regulate revolving doors 2.4. monitor UCIs and public sector actors; 2.3. expose, raise awareness, and denormalise; and 5.4. develop conflict of interest policies at all levels of governance).

5. Interventions to reduce UCI ability to leverage policymaking norms, rules, and processes in their favour

5.1. Reform government regulatory frameworks
Health impact assessments (HIAs) should be mandated for national and international policymaking, including for ITIA and industry self-regulation. HIAs should include the economic costs of public health problems and the benefits of regulation for populations’ social life, health, and well-being (intervention 3.5. minimise externalities, reform taxes, and invest in the public sector). Finland’s Health In all Policy approach was noted as a good example for considering the public health implications of policy decisions. In addition, participant suggested that accepted standards for the assessments of public health risks of products should be developed and introduced for regulating UCIs (intervention 3.1. challenge neoliberalism and GDP growth).

5.2 Reform policy consultation and deliberation processes
Participants recommended formal rules, such as parliamentary procedures, on how public officials should engage with UCIs in policy consultations and deliberations (intervention 1.1. regulate public official interactions with UCIs). Participants suggested requirements for public and civil society representation or participation in policymaking, for example, deliberative
policymaking processes at national and international levels, including in ITIA negotiations, the WTO, and global governance organisations, namely the World Bank and UN agencies (intervention 5.3. represent public health interests in governance institutions and policies). A participant noted these approaches have successfully applied to climate policy. Standards should be developed for the inclusion of evidence in policy consultation and deliberation processes (intervention 2.1. reform science governance and funding).

5.3 Represent public health interests in governance institutions and policies
Public health actors should be represented in trade regulation activities, including ITIA negotiations (intervention 4.5. develop and leverage international treaties). More power could be given to health ministries, such as ensuring that departments for health lead on policies with health implications (intervention 3.1. challenge neoliberalism and GDP growth). Governments could also develop strategies to achieve policy coherence, such as instituting inter-ministerial committees for public health issues, reflected in Finland’s Health in All Policy Approach (5.1. reform government regulatory frameworks).

5.4. Develop conflict of interest policies at all levels of governance
Rules for personal, institutional or financial CoIs should be developed for national governments and international governance organisations, including decisionmaker dealings with the private sector, declaration of owning UCI stocks and shares by policymakers, and the removal or recusal of public officials from working on policy issues if CoIs are found (intervention 2.4. monitor UCIs and public sector actors). Participants noted that generally CoI policies were not well understood or conceptualised in governing and research institutions. There should be mandatory disclosure of CoI for policy actors in policy consultations or deliberations, such as industry representatives or third parties, including consulting firms or civil society groups (interventions 1.3. regulate lobbying; 1.4. regulate revolving doors; and 1.5. regulate public-private partnerships).

For individuals or organisations representing UCIs (e.g., corporate officials, producers, marketers) that have a personal, institutional or financial CoI in a policy area, there should be mandatory restrictions on their participation in formal or informal governmental committees or policy discussions and consultations, and there should be sanctions and enforcement for violations of CoI rules. Governments should create a governing body to decide whether a CoI exists in a particular instance, monitor public officials for CoIs, and provide capacity building for decisionmakers around issues of CoI (intervention 2.1. reform science governance and funding; and 2.5. provide formal and informal education or training).
5.5. Change practices on multistakeholder governance
Participants suggested changing practices on multistakeholder governance that promote UCIs as legitimate governance actors involved in policymaking (*intervention 2.3. expose, raise awareness, and denormalise*). Advocates should seek to counteract UCI involvement in policymaking processes, particularly at international governance institutions, such as the WHO (*intervention 2.2. frame and reframe the narrative*).

Potential challenges to advance interventions
The following are potential cross-cutting challenges to advance interventions (see table 5 for their interconnectivity and interdependence).

1. Difficult to achieve or implement
Participants noted likely difficulties in achieving or implementing some interventions. Most notably building coalitions and attaining consensus for international treaties, reforming ITIAs and WTO rules, or alternatives to neoliberalism and GDP growth. Participants noted that UCIs would also need to be significantly denormalised through advocacy strategies for there to be sufficient political will to develop national policies, such as reforming political financing systems, and tax laws due to political opposition. Importantly such policy reforms may themselves be subject to industry sector influence. Moreover, many interventions require a significant amount of funding, such as undertaking litigation against UCIs and defending against UCI litigation, and interventions involving the WHO (that has a relatively small budget).

2. Partly formulated or implemented interventions
Interventions need to be comprehensively designed and rigorously implemented or they risk being ineffective. For example, oversight, enforcement and sanction mechanisms are needed to be built into interventions, such as regulating public official interactions with UCIs, lobbying, and revolving doors. Transparency and disclosure mechanisms may also have limited effectiveness if interactions with UCIs are still allowed. Such mechanisms could risk giving a false sense of effectiveness, unless they are paired with sanctions for violations. Participants suggested that interventions need to apply to all UCIs, not a select few, and loopholes need to be closed. Moreover, some forms of strategic litigation may be ineffective since UCI practices are legal. Lastly, adherence to existing interventions, such as Article 5.3, needs strengthening.
3. Exploited or misused interventions

Interventions could be exploited or misused; for example, participants warned that changes to investment practices, such as ESG investing, or SRI would need to be genuine and not co-opted by UCIs as a branding strategy.

Increasing democratic policymaking is important at all levels of governance, but it may risk enabling third-party groups representing industry to participate in policy discussions. At the same time, advocates should not alienate all industry stakeholders, as they are not always aligned with each other.

Additionally, UCIs can use some interventions, such as providing their data, to distract policymakers from their harmful practices.

4. Interventions require tailoring for context

Although participants suggested that the all of above interventions were needed in most countries, they noted that some specific countries or regions may need specific interventions depending on the UCI strategies to influence policy, and the some interventions themselves should be tailored depending on the country or region, or for the particular industry they addressing. Which interventions were needed or how they should be tailed could be ascertained by conducting a situational analysis. Notably, participants highlighted the significant issue of corruption in some low- and middle-income countries and addressing it would be more appropriate as a first step in tackling UCI influence. Other participants noted that due to political or social culture in less democratic counties, governments may be less willing to implement some interventions, such as regulating lobbying. Therefore the specifics of each interventions may need adapting for what governments or other stakeholders are willing to implement. Participants also noted that interventions needed to be adapted for certain levels of governance (i.e., local, national, regional or international levels).

Moreover, certain UCIs, such as food, may need unique interventions to create fair competition and encourage the production and consumption of healthy alternatives, whilst others may have no healthy alternatives and thus should be ended, such as tobacco.

Key actions to help achieve interventions

The following section shows key actions to help achieve interventions (see table 5 for their interconnectivity and interdependence).
1. **Coordinate and cooperate between stakeholders**
Participants suggested efforts to create global collaborative networks to coordinate actions addressing UCI practices; for example, between academics, civil society, and policymakers from different levels of government. These efforts could be facilitated by international governance organisations, such as the WHO.
Global collaborative networks could involve creating cohesive advocacy coalitions that comprise a wide range of stakeholders. Civil society groups could pool resources together and develop multistakeholder initiatives between governance institutions, academics, and civil society to act as a counterweight to PPPs.
Networks could advocate for broader political reforms, such as political transparency, democratic governance, and anti-corruption policies and form alliances between governments of low- and middle-income countries to challenge large powerful corporations when developing policy.
Networks could create international forums to discuss and share knowledge about policy solutions for UCIs between policymakers from different countries especially including experts in economics and trade.
Stakeholders should try to find agreement and multilateral support on which industries require regulations. This could be achieved with government support for WHO guidance and advice.

2. **Invest in civil society**
Participants suggested that funding should be provided to civil society and grassroots organisations, such as through earmarked taxes to: expose industry practices; participate in technical policymaking processes; conduct public health campaigns through reframing strategies showing that public health policies will work; create industry watchdogs; and ensure that civil society organisations do not need to rely on industry for funding.
Participants suggested capacity building for civil society groups on, for example, how to engage in policy consultations and deliberations, and the impact of new technologies, such as digital commerce, on public health.

3. **Create a social movement**
Participants recommended that a social movement should be developed between civil society, activists, and grassroots organisations to address all forms of industry influence on policy, including exposing, denormalising, and showing similarities across, UCIs and their practices.
Importantly, this could be achieved through victims of UCIs advocating for effective public health policy.

Civil society should participate in policymaking processes from local to global levels, and activists should advocate for structural changes, such as alternative forms to economic growth.

Participants suggested various ways for civil society to be proactive; for example, organise protests; create a complaints systems for UCIs marketing; leverage and work with existing fractions within UCIs; develop campaigns on UCI harms using social media; and support political candidates who back democratic reforms and advocate for their election.

Participants also suggested advocating to gain public support for policymaking process reforms, including democratising policymaking at multiple levels of governance. Additionally, the public could volunteer with organisations that support democratic reforms, meet with local political representatives, and run for office.

4. Nurture leadership

Participants noted that there is a need for policy leaders or champions in governance institutions to advance and support public health policies and policymaking reforms at national or international levels. This would also help to ensure policy coherence across government departments. However, participants also noted that the existence of policy leaders or champions at the right time is dependent on chance.

Lastly, participants suggested that leaders who have personal experiences of UCIs’ attempts to influence or deceived them should also speak out against UCIs.

Interconnectivity and interdependence

The interconnectivity and interdependence between interventions is indicated by the italicised references above, and shown in the Table 5 and Figure 2. For example, adequate enforcement measures, monitoring, and coherent CoI policies across government would be required for lobbying regulations, mandatory disclosure of funding by judicial officials, or research submitted for policymaking consultations. CoI policies would need to detail the consequences for CoI in decision-making, such as removal of public officials from working on policy issues or recusal of judicial officials and arbitrators, which could be overseen by independent governance institution(s). Such an institution could also decide on whether stakeholders have CoI in policymaking processes.
Other interventions would require building public support and changing public opinion to demand governments to act. Exposing, raising awareness, denormalising and changing the narrative by conducting public health education campaigns could be facilitated by UCI and public sector monitoring organisations and social movements. However, such activities and many other interventions entail investing in the public sector and civil society, including legal defence in ISDS processes and judicial proceedings, or capacity building for civil society to engage in deliberative policymaking processes. Funding could come from taxing externalities or a corporate tax baseline, which is unlikely without an international agreement for such taxes, especially within the predominant global neoliberal and GDP growth paradigm. Moreover, without significant policymaking reforms, public participation through deliberative policymaking would be limited. Furthermore, advancing some interventions would be enabled by policy champions, nurtured through training and education about UCI practices, which again would require support and funding. Including HIAs in ITIAs and national regulatory frameworks would necessitate embedding public health goals in economic costing. Removing limited liability, leveraging human right through mandatory due diligence, and international human right treaties could improve strategic litigation outcomes. Lastly, there is a close relationship between developing and leveraging international treaties and reforming ISDS processes; by developing international treaties that protect public health, such as the WHO FCTC, these could be leveraged as counterweights in ISDS arbitration. Additionally, reforms to WTO rules to have stronger public health protections could help to curb UCI ability to leverage these legal processes in their favour.

Table 3. Interconnectivity and interdependence between interventions, actions or challenges

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Systems map themes</th>
<th>Intervention category</th>
<th>Potential interdependencies with interventions, actions or challenges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Interventions to reduce UCI ability to directly access public sector decisionmakers</td>
<td>1.1. Regulate public official interactions with UCIs</td>
<td>➔ Intervention 2.4. monitor UCIs and public sector actors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.2. Reform political financing</td>
<td>➔ Intervention 2.4. monitor UCIs and public sector actors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>➔ Intervention 5.4. develop conflict of interest (CoI) policies at all levels of governance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>□ Challenge 2. Partially formulated or implemented interventions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>□ Challenge 2. Partially formulated or implemented interventions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 2 Interventions to reduce UCI ability to create confusion and doubt about policy decisions | 1.3. Regulate lobbying | Intervention 2.4. monitor UCIs and public sector actors  
Intervention 5.4. develop CoI policies at all levels of governance  
Challenge 2. Partially formulated or implemented interventions |
|---|---|---|
| 1.4. Regulate revolving doors | Intervention 2.4. monitor UCIs and public sector actors.  
Challenge 2. Partially formulated or implemented interventions |
| 1.5. Regulate public-private partnerships (PPP) | Intervention 2.1. reform science governance and funding  
Intervention 2.4. monitor UCIs and the public sector actors  
Intervention 5.4. develop CoI policies at all levels of governance |
| 2.1. Reform science governance and funding | Intervention 3.5. minimise externalities, reform taxes, and invest in the public sector  
Intervention 5.4. develop CoI policies at all levels of governance  
Action 1. Coordinate and cooperate between stakeholders  
Action 2. Invest in civil society |
| 2.2. Frame and reframe the narrative | Intervention 3.1. challenge neoliberalism and GDP growth  
Intervention 5.4. develop CoI policies at all levels of governance  
Intervention 3.3. reform corporate ownership and management  
Intervention 4.4. leverage human rights |
| 2.3. Expose, raise awareness, and denormalise | Intervention 1.5. regulate public-private partnerships  
Intervention 2.2. frame and reframe the narrative  
Intervention 2.4. monitor UCIs and public sector actors  
Action 1. Coordinate and cooperate between stakeholders  
Action 4. Nurture leadership |
| 2.4. Monitor UCIs and the public sector actors | Intervention 1.3. regulate lobbying  
Intervention 1.4. regulate revolving doors  
Intervention 1.5. regulate public-private partnerships  
Intervention 2.1. reform science governance and funding  
Action 2. Invest in civil society |
| 2.5. Provide formal and informal education or training | ➔ Intervention 2.2. frame and reframe the narrative  
➔ Intervention 2.3. expose, raise awareness, and denormalise  
➔ Intervention 3.5. minimise externalities, reform taxes, and invest in the public sector  
➔ Intervention 4.1. reform Investor-State Dispute Settlement processes and judicial proceedings  
☐ Action 1. Coordinate and cooperate between stakeholders  
☐ Action 2. Invest in civil society  
☐ Action 4. Nurture leadership |
| 2.6. Regulate the media industry and marketing | ➔ Intervention 5.4. develop CoI policies at all levels of governance  
➔ Intervention 2.1. reform science governance and funding  
➔ Intervention 3.5. minimise externalities, reform taxes, and invest in the public sector  
☐ Challenge 2. Partially formulated or implemented interventions |

| 3. Interventions to reduce UCI ability to prioritise their profits and growth | 3.1. Challenge neoliberalism and GDP growth | ➔ Intervention 3.2. reform investment practices  
➔ Intervention 3.5. minimise externalities, reform taxes, and invest in the public sector  
☐ Challenge 1. Difficult to achieve or implement  
☐ Action 3. Create a social movement |
| 3.2. Reform investment practices | ➔ Intervention 3.1. challenge neoliberalism and GDP growth  
☐ Challenge 3. Exploited or misused interventions |
| 3.3. Reform corporate ownership and management | ➔ Intervention 3.1. challenge neoliberalism and GDP growth  
➔ Intervention 3.2. reform investment practices  
➔ Intervention 4.2. undertake strategic litigation  
➔ Intervention 4.4. leverage human rights  
➔ Intervention 4.5. develop and leverage international treaties  
☐ Challenge 3. Exploited or misused interventions |
| 3.4. Create fair competition and encourage the production and consumption of | ➔ Intervention 3.1. challenge neoliberalism and GDP growth  
☐ Challenge 4. Interventions require tailoring for context |
| 3.5. Minimise externalities, reform taxes and invest in the public sector | Intervention 1.5. regulate public-private partnerships  
Intervention 2.1. reform science governance and funding  
Intervention 2.5. provide formal and informal education or training  
Intervention 4.5. develop and leverage international treaties  
Intervention 5.3. represent public health interests in governance institutions and policies  
□ Challenge 1 difficult to achieve or implement |
|---|---|
| 4. Interventions to reduce UCI ability to leverage legal and dispute settlement processes in their favour | 4.1. Reform Investor-State Dispute Settlement processes and judicial proceedings  
Intervention 3.5. minimise externalities, reform taxes, and invest in the public sector  
Intervention 5.3. represent public health interests in governance institutions and policies  
Intervention 5.4. develop CoI policies at all levels of governance  
□ Challenge 1. difficult to achieve or implement |
| | 4.2. Undertake strategic litigation  
Intervention 2.3. frame and reframe the narrative  
Intervention 3.3. reform corporate ownership and management  
Intervention 5.4. develop conflict of interest policies at all levels of governance  
□ Action 1. Coordinate and cooperate between stakeholders |
| | 4.3. Fund legal practices to oppose UCIs  
Intervention 4.6. develop anti-corruption legislation  
Intervention 3.5. minimise externalities, reform taxes, and invest in the public sector |
| | 4.4. Leverage human rights  
Intervention 3.3. reform corporate ownership and management  
Intervention 2.2. frame and reframe the narrative; and  
Intervention 2.4. monitor UCIs and public sector actors  
Intervention 4.5. develop and leverage international treaties  
Intervention 5.2. reform policy consultation and deliberation processes  
□ Action 2. Invest in civil society |
| 4.5. Develop and leverage international treaties | ➔ Intervention 2.5. minimise externalities, reform taxes, and invest in the public sector
   ➔ Intervention 4.4. leverage human rights
   ➔ Intervention 5.3. represent public health interests in governance institutions and policies
   ☐ Challenge 1. difficult to achieve or implement
   ☐ Action 1. coordinate and cooperate between stakeholders |
| 4.6. Develop anti-corruption legislation | ➔ Intervention 1.2. reform political financing
   ➔ Intervention 1.3. regulate lobbying
   ➔ Intervention 1.4. regulate revolving doors
   ➔ Intervention 2.3. expose, raise awareness, and denormalise
   ➔ Intervention 2.4. monitor UCIs and public sector actors
   ☐ Challenge 4. interventions require tailoring for context |

5. Interventions to reduce UCI ability to leverage policymaking norms, rules, processes in their favour

| 5.1. Reform government regulatory frameworks | ➔ Intervention 3.1. challenge neoliberalism and GDP growth
   ➔ Intervention 3.5. minimise externalities, reform taxes, and invest in the public sector |
| 5.2. Reform policy consultation and deliberation processes | ➔ Intervention 1.1. regulate public official interactions with UCIs
   ➔ Intervention 2.1. reform science governance and funding
   ➔ Intervention 5.3. represent public health interests in governance institutions and policies
   ☐ Challenge 3. exploited or misused interventions
   ☐ Action 2. invest in civil society |
| 5.3. Represent public health interests in governance institutions and policies | ➔ Intervention 3.1. challenge neoliberalism and GDP growth
   ➔ Intervention 4.5. develop and leverage international treaties
   ➔ Intervention 5.1. reform government regulatory frameworks
   ☐ Action 1. coordinate and cooperate between stakeholders |
| 5.4. Develop conflict of interest policies at all levels of governance | ➔ Intervention 1.3. regulate lobbying
   ➔ Intervention 1.4. regulate revolving doors
   ➔ Intervention 1.5. regulate public-private partnerships
   ➔ Intervention 2.1. reform science governance and funding
   ➔ Intervention 2.4. monitor UCIs and public sector actors |
### Figure 2. Concept map of the interconnectivity and interdependence between interventions, actions or challenges

The lines with arrows indicates the that presence of an intervention, action or challenge has an effect on another intervention, action or challenge. The sold line represents a positive direction of travel, i.e., the presence of one intervention increased the other, whereas the dotted lines indicates the opposite direction of travel, i.e., that would likely hinder the intervention. There are also interconnections that are mutually directed, i.e., the arrows going in both directions where the presence of an interventions supports another and vice versa.

### Discussion

This study identified and explored interventions using systems thinking as a theoretical lens to develop a broad list of interventions and encourage the consideration of system
complexities when addressing UCI influence on public health policy. Workshops allowed for participants to critically engage with how interventions related to the systems map. Participants identified 27 disparate and heterogenous – yet interconnected and interdependent – interventions aiming to prevent and mitigate UCIs’ ability to influence different parts of the system. Participants also suggested four key challenges and actions to help achieve interventions. This study brings together and consolidates these proposed interventions coherently for the public, policymakers and public health practitioners, who may not be familiar with them. By using systems thinking as a theoretical lens, this study takes into consideration system complexities and draws together three distinct ways the literature frames interventions around UCI influence, thus showing their interconnectivity and interdependence: 1) interventions as governance mechanisms in policymaking processes, 2) interventions aimed at structural factors that give power to UCIs, and 3) interventions as actions for academics and civil society to counteract UCI practices.

Firstly, the types of interventions most consistent with public health literature are governance mechanisms by Mialon et al\(^{18}\) which correspond largely to the systems map pathways: *directly accessing public sector decisionmakers*; *creating confusion and doubt about policy decisions*; and *leveraging policymaking norms, rules, and processes* (see Table 1). As mentioned above, these governance mechanisms aim to manage, increase transparency, or prohibit CoI and interactions with UCIs, or identify, monitor and educate stakeholders about UCI practices and harms. While these interventions are important, they mainly apply to policymakers and researchers, and do not seem to acknowledge the other parts of the system or underlying structures that may limit the effectiveness of such interventions. Other public health scholars have similarly suggested such interventions for these pathways, namely teaching corporations as structural causes of disease in public health curricula; \(^{27}\) prohibiting UCIs donations to international governance institutions; \(^{60}\) using HIA in ITIA negotiations; \(^{61}\) researchers refusing industry funds; \(^{27,62,63}\) earmarking tax from industry to fund research for which researchers could competitively apply; \(^{62}\) regulating election campaign donations, \(^{18,23,64}\) and independently monitoring or managing PPPs. \(^{65,66}\) Interventions need to acknowledge the limitations of interventions that only focusing on UCI ability to influence this part of the system.

Secondly, interventions identified in this study corresponding to the pathway *prioritising corporate profits and growth* are consistent with interventions to address structural factors that give rise to UCIs’ power and enable their use of political practices. \(^{24}\) These intervention include, for example, degrowth, \(^{67-69}\) tax and subsidies reform, \(^{22,23,35,70}\) alternative investment practices and business models, \(^{35}\) including removing corporate right to personhood or limited
Public health researchers have also suggested working with trade and supply chain stakeholders to help achieve public health goals.\textsuperscript{26} Interventions that address this pathway resemble solutions to CDoH more generally and are not obviously applicable to the policymaking process.\textsuperscript{35} Although the interventions herein are targeted more towards political practices, others are relevant to targeting other corporate strategies i.e., science, marketing, supply chain, labour and employment, financial and reputation management practices.\textsuperscript{35}

Thirdly, literature discusses strategies that actors could engage in to counteract industry influence. For example, ‘link[ing] with and learn[ing] from social movements to foster collective solidarity’,\textsuperscript{21} gaining political commitment through coordinated advocacy networks,\textsuperscript{73,74} building coalitions, and undertaking advocacy campaigns.\textsuperscript{35} and exploiting division within and across industries.\textsuperscript{70} These correspond to actions to help achieve interventions and to the pathway leveraging legal and dispute settlement processes. Researchers suggest strategic litigation as an important lever for change\textsuperscript{75-79} that pressures governments to develop both effective health policy and the above interventions to address UCIs influence. Strategic litigation involves the use of ethical arguments\textsuperscript{35} that align with leveraging human rights and framing and reframing the narrative to help build support for a social movement.\textsuperscript{80,81} Recent research into the right to enjoy the benefits of scientific progress could advance public health goals, but which may be inhibited if vested interests are prioritised.\textsuperscript{82} Importantly, the scholars note that social mobilisation\textsuperscript{21,35} is crucial to achieve systems change.\textsuperscript{83,84}

Strategies to counteract industry influence align with “healthy alliances”, defined as “a partnership for health gain that goes beyond health care and attempts collectively to change the social and environmental circumstances that effect health”.\textsuperscript{85} Healthy alliances are underpinned by the idea that collaborative efforts between organisations rely on the same essential factors crucial for any successful alliance to thrive.\textsuperscript{85} These factors include a shared purpose, a level of mutual trust, and adequate benefits for participants to work together.\textsuperscript{85,86}

According to the literature, a helpful way to achieve successful healthy alliances is understanding the interpersonal and social processes involved.\textsuperscript{86} To implement actions to help achieve interventions, public health actors could look to apply healthy alliances frameworks, in order to achieve collaboration, coordination and a shared purpose for working towards these interventions.

Using a systems thinking lens, the above research shows a wide range of disparate and heterogenous interventions, but to date has lacked a coherent unifying framework to indicate their interconnectivity and interdependence. This study also reiterates the importance of
many interventions to stakeholders; although many may not be ‘novel’ and have been previously proposed, some are absent in the most recent literature on ways to address UCI influence on public health policy, such as human rights approaches, reforming policy consultation and deliberation processes, reforming ISDS processes and judicial proceedings, industry monitoring, investing in civil society, nurturing leadership, and reliable funding for interventions. It is therefore important that they are presented here as key options going forward.

Systems thinking scholars suggest that interventions with highest potential impact and most feasible should be prioritised. Changing entrenched system structural factors – that are sources of UCI power, for example, neoliberalism and GDP growth – may be most impactful, but immensely challenging to achieve. Changes to this require global agreement and cooperation between governments on global economic, financial, and banking systems and also buy-in from people across the world to practically change their consumptogenic lifestyles to that of sustainable consumption and “living locally”. It is likely that, for the present, people may want to retain their lifestyles. Politicians are also not incentivised to develop degrowth policies due to constituents largely not voting for political parties who are sympathetic to these policies, though this may be changing. Theorists have argued that even if politicians who promise to develop degrowth policies were elected, these policies will not work unless there is broader global transition to accepting ‘degrowth-oriented’ values. Arguably, more feasible yet less impactful interventions may tackle ‘visible symptoms’ of industry influence in the system aimed at reforming policymaking processes. Again, this would require pressure from citizens through social mobilisation or elections, for example. But even if policymaking processes are sufficiently accountable, transparent, democratic or participatory, the assumption is that sources of power, if not addressed, would still bear weight on these processes. There would be constant risk of such processes being undermined in favour of industry preferences. In other words, taking a piecemeal approach and overlooking the underlying causes, or only seeking to change some parts of the system but not others, could allow UCIs to adapt to interventions and find alternative pathways to influence policy. As such, interventions to address systems change are likely to require a holistic and coherent approach to be effective.

Although this paper does not evaluate effectiveness of these interventions, growing literature shows that systems thinking can do so. Using empirical data, for example, surveys or questionnaires, informal qualitative feedback, health measures, and population health or education datasets, research suggests that systems interventions have the potential for
addressing complex problems. In the absence of empirical data, future research could develop system dynamic models to simulate the interactions within the system to explore the effects of potential interventions. Importantly, a systems thinking lens also shows the theoretical interconnectivity between interventions, which suggests that different interventions should be implemented synchronously in different parts of the system in order to be effective. A growing volume of literature support the need for intervention synchronicity. For example, to address social determinants of health in local urban spaces, stakeholders have needed to work across healthcare, social care, housing, education, transport, environmental sectors and have also engaged with voluntary community and social enterprises.

**Strengths and Limitations**

There are several strengths and limitations to this study. Firstly, although a wide range of participants contributed, interventions herein are not likely to be exhaustive, and some may not have proven effective or may not be implemented. A participatory systems mapping lens can promote creative, aspirational and theoretical ways to achieve change, and in this case to suggest potential interventions, but further research using empirical methods should determine intervention effectiveness and feasibility.

Secondly, workshops could have benefited from in-person and prolonged participant engagement, which would have facilitated richer discussions. Although this was not possible due to the COVID-19 pandemic, a strength of this study was the online format which allowed for engagement with a diverse range of stakeholders from different geographical regions, across the world who otherwise would not have been able to participate. Workshops also allowed for participants to critically engaged with the systems map even if some components were missing. Notably, participants with expertise in other UCIs, such as fossil fuels, firearms, social media, and gambling, were not included. This may have impacted the suggested interventions. Further research could engage participants with expertise in other UCIs to explore what interventions could apply and how.

Thirdly, in analysing the data, it was not always clear to which part of the system an intervention applied. Indeed, the same interventions may apply to different parts of the system simultaneously and, depending on how interventions are framed, they could be considered analogous.

Lastly, participants made broad suggestions and found it difficult to elaborate on what interventions entailed. Participants suggested broad intervention ‘principles’, such as...
increasing transparency, accountability or state power, or reducing industry power. For other interventions, such as lobbying and revolving door regulation, or CoI policy, participants had difficulty describing what these would look like, how they would be implemented, and what level of impact could have on the system. Perhaps this could be due to the fact that some of these interventions are poorly defined and understood, such as CoI.\textsuperscript{108-110} Similarly, participants found it challenging to determine the likely effectiveness, or relative impact, and feasibility of interventions during workshops given the complexity of the system, which highlights the need for further in-depth discussions and research into this aspect of interventions.

**Further research**

Given these limitations, there are opportunities for further research. Firstly, research should continue to identify interventions – whether theoretically or empirically – and clarify what they might entail and their feasibility, especially in different context, and whether they apply to other UCIs, such as fossil fuels, firearms and gambling industries.

Secondly, this area lacks clear language with which to describe the complexity of interventions and how they interlink. Research could therefore develop a nomenclature or heuristic to help stakeholders think critically about how their own interventions interact with others and work within the system.

Thirdly, there is a need to have an empirical approach to evaluate the effectiveness of interventions and their interconnectivity and interdependence. However, such research may be challenging due to the complexity, and limited instances of partly or fully implemented interventions. For interventions that have been implemented, data may not be easily available.\textsuperscript{111} If there is a lack of data, however, logic frames\textsuperscript{112-114} or theories of change\textsuperscript{115,116} could help design, implement and gauge likely intervention effectiveness, and other specialised methods could measure the robustness of particular interventions, such as lobbying laws.\textsuperscript{117}

**Conclusion**

Applying systems thinking as a theoretical lens revealed that interventions to UCI influence on public health policy should be considered holistically, taking into respect diverse parts of the system and how they interact. Interdependence between interventions suggest that these need to align and work together to be effective. Policymakers, civil society, academics and media all need to recognise and acknowledge this complexity and interdependence. Only then
can they best collaborate to coordinate and package interventions into the most effective prevention and countering strategies.
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